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ZENSOFT SERVICES
Valency Networks is a firm specializing
ZenSOFT is a team of consultants in the

in the field of IT infrastructure design,
field of Software Testing, Software

deployment, and process management.
Change & Configuration Management

It also offers highly technical solutions
and IT/Cyber Security. Our vision is to

in the area of IT/Cyber Security too. Our

With the ever changing IT industry scenario in the country, need for strengthening information security
is increasing too. Many firms do possess a verity of powerful IT infrastructure components and services
but lack IT security, exposing themselves to various vulnerabilities, hacking attacks, viruses, spywares
etc. While there are multiple vendors with various product and offerings in the market, we at Valency
Networks saw a need to address the requirements in an agile way and hence aligned our offering
security services in that fashion

be the trusted value partner for

mission is to be a technology and
organizations across the globe and

business solution provider, in the niche

SERVICES AVAILABLE

through the continuous business

areas of IT infrastructure services, by

. Network Security Assessment

process excellence we strive to provide

leveraging years of global technical

. Network Penetration Testing

better and efficient services to our

experience we possess. Our mission is

. Web Vulnerability Testing

customers. Our endeavor is to help our

to provide offerings which results into a

. End to end Security Design

customers deliver unsurpassed products

high performing, scalable, reliable and

. Technology Pre-audit

and services to their clients and

redundant IT infrastructure for our

. Forensic consulting

ultimately, maximize their core business.

. Security Best Practices

customers to help improve their ROI.

CYBER SECURITY
Our Philosophies

Our Philosophies
Security is an ongoing process which
demands
continuous
improvement.
Security for
is never
100%,
but in

fact itsecurity
is an ongoing
Cyber
is not justprocess,
about the
products
but about for
the customized
which demands
continuous
solutions
improvement

What Cyber Security Services do we provide?
Security products (firewalls, networking security,

Whom do we provide security services to?

intrusion detection and prevention, forensics,



Banking and financial institutions

Security
two way
which
Securityisisa not
justprocess
about the
involves us as well as the technology
products
but
about
the
management on client’s side.

network security monitoring



Hospitals and medical institutions

customized solutions

Security solutions by customized designing



Corporate firms (Manufacturing, Pharma)

Security Services (Penetration testing, mitigation



IT firms

Security is a two way process
which involves us as well as the
technology management on
client’s side

plans, technical consulting)
How do we provide these offerings?
Strengthen existing IT security procedures
Offer cutting edge security products

Website
http://www.valencynetworks.com

Provide tailor made security solutions
Set systematic processes for continuous
improvement
Provide consultancy in security auditing.
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